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“Gold Medal goes
to Sydney”
–chaperone

“This by far is the best
Legion Games or Canada
Games that I've ever
been a part of.”
– coach

Thank
you!

“Legion Nationals
was truly the best part of
my summer.”
– athlete
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“The accommodations, food, athletic
events and facilities were all great. The
volunteers were friendly and helpful.
Excellent job!! Thank you to all.”
– athlete

“The meet was so well organised;
food, accommodations, flights,
venue... everything! The athletes are
so fortunate to have the generosity of
the Legion! A big thank you to ALL the
volunteers who went above and
beyond and gave so freely of their
time to make this meet so memorable
for the athletes. We cannot say thank
you enough for everything!”
- parent

“I truly loved the entire experience
because of how kind everyone was
and the effort the entire team made
in organizing the event! Awesome!”
– chaperone
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“Amazing life experience.”
– athlete

“I think this was my 13th Legions.
The organizing committee did a
remarkable job keeping the kids
entertained. The best I've ever seen.
The kids had a great time. I heard NO
complaints. ZERO!! That has never
happened before. Another thing I
appreciated was how friendly and
helpful everyone was. Even kids
commented on this. Every time I got
lost, or had some big issue at the
meet, it took me no time at all to find
someone who was willing to help me
find my way or solve my problem.”
– coach

“Legion Nationals changed my life.
The camp is what inspired me to
join track beyond school season
in general!!”
– athlete
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– athlete speech at the closing banquet
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“The mission of the Royal Canadian Legion is to support
Veterans, promote Remembrance and strengthen communities. We wear our poppies tonight to acknowledge
the importance of remembrance. As you all know, this
year’s Legion Nationals theme is in honour of the
75th anniversary of D-Day. 14 000 Canadians arrived on
Juno Beach to fight in the Battle of Normandy, where
some of Canada’s greatest military feats unfolded. This
was one of the pivotal events of the Second World War,
with 1074 Canadian casualties, of whom 359 sacrificed
their lives. Countless Canadian lives have been dedicated
to serving our nation, and it is crucial that we always
remember and honour the fallen. We are asking each
athlete to show their respect by visiting their local legion to
share their experiences at Legion Nationals and sincerely
thank them for this amazing opportunity and their
dedication to our country.”
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“The gold medal goes, undoubtedly, to the volunteers of
Sydney, the university and Cape Breton as a whole for the their
outstanding hospitality throughout our stay. The warmth,
friendliness and professionalism of the Cape Bretoners who
welcomed us is unparalleled. The organization and accommodations
were fantastic and really contributed to an experience that these
young people will remember for the rest of their lives. We cannot wait
to come back next year!”

